LEMMA 4. Assume that x is an element of prime power order q operating irreducibly and faithfully on an elementary abelian p-group A and that rank(>l) is odd. Choose an isomorphic copy{x u A\) of (x,A) such that the isomorphism maps x onto JC,. The free nilpotent class two product F = (A * A^)I(A * A t ) 3 of A and /I, admits an automorphism x operating on A like conjugation by JC" 1 and on A x like conjugation by x x . The commutator subgroup F' = (A *A ] )'/(A * A^^ is a direct product of elementary abelian subgroups which are invariant under x, and if W t is among the minimal ones on which r operates nontrivially, these subgroups Wj can be numbered such that (x, A) is isomorphic to (x, WJ) by an isomorphism mapping x ]+p ' onto x. The order F'/[r,F'] is equal to the order of A.
 LEMMA 
Assume that x is an element of prime power order q operating irreducibly and faithfully on an elementary abelian p-group Y such that p is odd and rank(F) = 2m is even. Consider the free {nilpotent class two and exponent p) group F on 2m generators. Then FIF' is isomorphic to Y and there is an automorphism x of order q of F that induces an automorphism on F/F' such that (x, Y) is isomorphic to (x,F/F'), where the isomorphism maps x onto x. The commutator subgroup F' is a direct product of minimal x-invariant subgroups W h and if Wj is not fixed elementwise by x, then (x, Y) is isomorphic to (x,
The reader should note that there is no restriction to the prime p in Lemma 4; the faithful operation yields that q and p are prime to each other. Lemmata 5 and 6 correspond to each other with respect to p being odd or equal to 2.
Proofs of Lemmata 4 to 6. The arguments in the nilpotent groups are transformed to the corresponding Lie algebras (first described by Zassenhaus in [9] ) and one forms the tensor product with a suitable splitting field.
Some monolithic groups.
In this section we formulate the construction of the extension of an extraspecial p-group by a cyclic group of order a prime power t. We want to achieve the additional properties that every subgroup of p-power index is metabelian and that the centre is the only minimal normal subgroup and of order p. We distinguish three cases.
Case 1: Let k be minimal such that t divides p k -1 and suppose that k is odd. We denote the field of order p k by F. The group U of all upper unitriangular 3 x 3 matrices with entries in Fis normalized by all 3 x 3 diagonal matrices. Choose an element a of F of multiplicative order (exactly) t, the diagonal matrix sd:a u = a 33 = 1, a T1 = a therefore normalizes U, it also centralizes U' = Z{U). If 38 is a matrix belonging to {sd)U, if further 38* is the inverse of its transpose and 26 is the matrix with *i3 = x zi = ""-•*3i = 1;
x ij -0 otherwise, then the mapping is an automorphism of (sd)U which inverts sd and fixes every element of U'. Let d be any non-zero element of F and % the diagonal matrix with c u = c 22 = 1, c 33 = d. To every pair R,R* of maximal subgroups of U' there is an element d such that the matrix <# conjugates one of them into the other (for this see Lemma 2 and the following Corollary). So there is only one isomorphism class of quotient groups {s4)UlR, and this is the group we are interested in. Notice that the automorphism induced by <p fixes the elements of U'/R and inverts the /^-complement.
Case 2:
Let n be minimal such that t divides p" -1 and suppose that n is even; then n = 2k and / divides p k + 1.
We have to distinguish here:
Case 2a: p is odd. We consider the field F of order p" with element a of multiplicative order t. It is well known that F possesses an automorphism of order 2, namely a:jt-»jc (pt) . By construction, ao(a) = 1. We consider the subgroup V of upper unitriangular 3 x 3 matrices 3f with h l2 = o (h 2^) . By the special choice of a, this subgroup V is normalized by the diagonal matrix M constructed from a as in Case 1, and, as in Case 1, sd centralizes Z(V) = V'xS, where 5 is the subgroup of all unitriangular matrices 5ŵ ith s t2 = s 2 Here we want to consider the case k = 1 only; in this case the p-gwup in question is the free (class two exponent p) group with two generators v, w, say. It seems easier to consider these generators and their images directly.
Case 3a: t = 2.
In this case we form the extension of (v,w) by an element x with
Case 3b: t = 2 > 2 and t divides p -1.
Choose a number d which is of multiplicative order t modulo p, and let c be its inverse modulo p. Then the extension of (v, w) by x such that
is a construction of the desired form. The prescription defines an automorphism of (v, w) which fixes every element of ( [v, w] (q,p) . Comparing the orders of the groups of matrices constructed with those constructed in the previous section, we see that the groups Mon(^,p) are the unique examples G with the following properties:
(i) G" is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G, and G" = Z(G).
(ii) all proper quotient groups of G are metabelian, (iii) all proper subgroups U of G satisfying UG' -G are metabelian, (iv) GIG' is cyclic of order q and C is a p-group.
Central products.
In the context of this paper a central product is a product of normal subgroups A t such that any of them centralizes the product of the remaining ones. Therefore A i r\A j c.Z{A i )
for ii=-j. In particular, direct products are central products, and also extraspecial groups are central products of extraspecial groups of order p 3 . These are the two extremes of the wide range of possibilities.
We will make frequent use of the following fact: If the group G is a central product of normal subgroups A t and r is an automorphism of A-, which fixes every element of Z(Ai), then we can define an automorphism of G by the following prescription: All elements of A t are left fixed for all j ¥=i, all elements y of A, are mapped onto r(y). The automorphisms constructed in Section 3 in all three cases considered will be seen to be helpful for our reduction argument which we come to now. LEMMA 
Assume that G is a non-nilpotent extension of a central product of extraspecial p-groups by a cyclic group of order a prime q with q^p', and assume further that the centre of this extension is the product of the centres of all the extraspecial p-groups just mentioned. Then the smallest Fitting class containing G contains Mon(q,p).
Proof. The normal Sylow /?-subgroup P of G possesses an extraspecial central factor K. Denote by L the product of all those central factors of P the commutator subgroups of which coincide with K'. In this way P can be rearranged as a central product of extraspecial groups with pairwise different commutator subgroups, and each of these factors is (A:)-invariant, where x is an element of order q in G. We consider one of these factors L; without loss of generality we may assume [x, L) = L. Our first step in the proof will be to show that L is the central product of two (J:)-invariant groups D and C such that {x, D) is isomorphic to Mon{q,p). The second step, to show why this group belongs to the same Fitting class, requires different treatment depending on whether q is 2 or odd. 2 , av, bu~') which is the desired group. REMARK 8. The groups mentioned in Lemma 7 are normal subgroups of central products of p-groups and groups Mon(g,p). We see therefore that the smallest Fitting class containing a group mentioned in Lemma 7 coincides with 5. Nilpotent residuals. We recall that the nilpotent residual G* of a group G is the unique normal subgroup N which is minimal with respect to having nilpotent quotient group G/N. For normal subgroups A,B of a group G we have (AB)* = A*B*. We will now define classes of groups and show that they are Fitting classes.
Now the central product (u,v,G) is contained in the Fitting class of G, and (y,z,u,v,G) is generated by the isomorphic subnormal subgroups (u, v, G) = (u, v,x, a, b, P), (a, b,y, u, v, P)

LEMMA 9. Denote by H the class of groups G satisfying the following conditions: (i) G is a qp-group, where q and p are different primes, (ii) G* is a central product of extraspecial p-groups, (iii) [Q, Z(G*)] = 1 for every Sylow q-subgroup Q of G. Then S is a Fitting class.
Proof. We will show first that normal subgroups of G satisfy the conditions (i)-(iii). In our second step we will show that conditions (i)-(iii) are inherited by normal products. Choose two normal subgroups H and K satisfying (i)-(iii). Clearly HK satisfies (i). If Q is a Sylow ^-subgroup of HK, then QDH = R and Q D K = S are Syloŵ -subgroups of H, K, respectively. We assume that H* is a central product of R-invariant extraspecial factors 7J with pairwise different commutator subgroups (7] )'. To derive a contradiction we assume the existence of an element x e K of odd prime power order such that x~xTjX # Ti\ we obtain By definition we know that 
This shows Z(H*)Z(K*) 2 Z{H*K*) and finally
K*).
(
Certainly SK* is a characteristic subgroup of K and therefore a normal subgroup of HK.
We We consider the subgroup W generated by the full p-subgroup P and some cyclic subgroup of order q m+l . This is a subnormal subgroup, and again belongs to Fit(g,p). Since m is smaller than r, the normal Sylow p-subgroup splits into a central product of W-invariant extraspecial p-subgroups; let V be a minimal one among them so that P is the central product of V and U, and let x be some element of order q. We extend W by some element y of order q centralizing U and satisfying y~lvy =x~1vx for all v e V. Let xy~x = z; then (W,y) is the central product (V,y)(U,z).
Central wreath products. If
We have shown in Section 3 that there is an automorphism of (V,y) =Mon(qm + l,p) which inverts y and leaves V fixed elementwise. So W = (V, U,yz) = {V, U,y~{z), and (W,y) belongs to Fit(<7,p) since it is a normal product of Wand (V, U,y~l), and also (V,y) belongs to Fit(q,p). We have shown ( + + ) If Mon(<7'",p)eFit(<7,p) and m is smaller than r, then also Mon(^m + I ,p)e
